SUMMER STUDENT RESIDENCE

(SUMMER ONLY)

The summer residence is a beautiful development built in 2004. It is comprised of 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7 bed
modern en-suite apartments. They are only a 5 minute walk from University College Cork and a
short bus journey from Cork city centre.
Apartment features:
















3, 4, 5, 6 & 7 bedroom apartments with all bedrooms en-suite
Each apartment has a fully fitted kitchen/living room all cooking utensils & appliances
Bed linen is supplied
Electricity and heating included
Broadband internet access in all bedrooms
Colour cable TV
Secure key card system for apartment and room entry
Residential wardens, security patrols at night and CCTV
Located on 2 bus routes to city centre
Adjacent to shops, pharmacy, pubs, church & sports complex
Fully stocked shop on the complex
Clients are expected to keep the apartment clean and tidy
Nationality / gender mix are not guaranteed
Residence management reserves the right to inspect the apartment at all times

Facilities within the complex:








Enclosed parking area for bicycles
Self-service launderette (extra charge)
Car parking for summer guests is also available (extra charge)
Provision of towels (extra charge)
Weekly housekeeping (extra charge)
Reception & tourist information
Reception open Monday to Friday from 9am to 5pm (late arrivals met by warden)

Deposit: €50 deposit per person per week to a maximum of €200 per person paid on arrival to the
residence and refunded after inspection by the residence management.
Arrival Procedure for Student Residences
Students staying in an apartment, in a student residence or in a hotel can take a taxi which is safe, reliable and
plentiful. The cost from the airport to the city is €15 - €20.
rd
Accommodation in student residences is provided by a 3 party. ACET acts only as an intermediary. ACET does
not assume any liability for loss, delay or accident of any kind whatsoever which might occur due to fault or
negligence during clients' stays at the student residences.
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